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ABSTRACT
One major benefit of multi-touch interaction is the possibil-

ity for passive observers to easily follow interactions of active

users. This paper presents a novel system which allows re-

mote users to perform collaborative multi-touch interaction

in a remote face-to-face situation with shared virtual material

seamlessly integrated in a videoconference application. Each

user is captured by a camera located behind the screen and

touch interactions are thus made visible to the remote col-

laborator. In order to enhance the immersion of the setup,

the system provides realistic stereoscopic 3D video capture

and presentation. We highlight the concept and construction

of the system and show sample applications which allow for

collaborative interaction with digital 2D and 3D media in an

intuitive way.

Index Terms— multi-touch, telepresence, stereoscopic

3D, natural user interface, CSCW

1. INTRODUCTION

Multi-touch technology has become a common human-

computer interface available for handheld devices like smart-

phones or tablet computers, but also for larger devices like

tabletop installations (e.g., Microsoft Surface) to provide an

intuitive and direct access to digital information. One benefit

of multi-touch capable displays with larger screen estate is

the possibility to allow multiple users to interact with screen

content simultaneously. It is therefore a favored interface

for co-located computer supported collaborative work [1, 2].

Since the input is performed directly on the screen, other users

can easily understand and follow the interaction performed

by the active user.

In this paper, we present Face2Face, a system for col-

laborative multi-touch interaction with shared digital material

between remote users in a virtual face-to-face situation. In

order to enhance the illusion of co-presence, the video acqui-

sition and presentation support stereoscopic 3D. We describe

a feasible hard- and software solution based on transparent

projection screens and optical touch sensing that allows for

gaze awareness and recognition of touch interaction by re-

mote users. Sample applications for collaborative interaction

with 2D and 3D content are outlined.

2. RELATED WORK

An early successful example for collaboration with digital

material integrated in a face-to-face conversation is ”Clear-

board” by Ishii et al. [3]. This system allows remote partic-

ipants to create digital drawings in a collaborative manner.

Since the camera captures the user from above with a half-

mirror installation, real eye-contact with the remote collab-

orator and gaze awareness is provided. However, artifacts

occur when captured objects ,e.g., the user’s hands, are vis-

ible both directly in the camera image and in the mirrored

image. The authors could show that a seamless integration of

shared digital material in a face-to-face video conference ap-

plication can reduce the amount of eye and head movements

in comparison to desktop or whiteboard collaboration. Tang

et al. present a system for remote collaboration with horizon-

tal tabletop displays [4]. Interactions upon the tabletop are

captured with an additional camera to provide the other team

members a shadow-like representation of remote users’ arms

on the display. Additional displays are located around the

tabletop where a video stream of each participant is shown

in order to create the illusion of the other users being located

around the tabletop system. Wilson presented with ”Touch-

light” [5] an interactive optical touch screen based on a trans-

parent holographic projection surface. To identify touch inter-

actions upon the screen, an infrared stereo camera setup cap-

tures the screen area through the transparent display. In this

system the rectified stereo image pair is multiplied and bright

regions are identified as interactions upon the screen. Jones et

al. introduced a one-to-many 3D-videoconferencing system

providing eye contact [6]. Here, the user’s face is scanned in

3D with a structured light approach and is presented to the re-

mote audience on an autostereoscopic horizontal-parallax 3D

display. However, collaborative interaction with additional

virtual material is not in the scope of this system.
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3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Face2Face is based on the same collaboration metaphor as

”Clearboard”, but extends the interaction space by provid-

ing a multi-touch interface and enhances the illusion of co-

presence with stereoscopic acquisition and presentation of the

remote user. The hardware setup (Fig. 1) comprises a trans-

parent projection with optical multi-touch acquisition similar

to ”Touchlight”, but uses monocular touch sensing. In the

following, the system components are presented in detail.

Fig. 1. Face2Face system components of a single client in-

stallation

3.1. Multi-touch Sensing

In order to detect the location of the users’ fingers upon the

screen, we use an optical Laser-Light-Plane (LLP) setup: in-

frared lasers are placed at each corner of the screen. The

laser beams are split into thin planes of light by special lenses

mounted to each laser. All of the four lasers are aligned in

order to merge to one thin plane that runs parallel close to

the screen surface. An infrared camera mounted behind the

transparent screen senses objects that intersect the laser plane

which appear as bright regions in the camera image. The im-

age acquisition of the infrared camera is not affected by the

projection that is thrown onto the transparent screen, since it

operates in a different light spectrum. A range of image pro-

cessing filters similar to [7] are applied to the camera image

in order to identify connected components, which are tracked

over time. These are used as input for multi-touch applica-

tions. Compared to other optical methods for touch sens-

ing [8], LLP does not require a diffuse screen material and

is therefore favored for Face2Face.

3.2. Projection and Video Capturing

The system is designed to capture the user’s fingers from be-

hind the screen. To allow for gaze awareness and eye con-

tact, the cameras capturing the user and the display have to

be co-axial. Accordingly, the cameras are placed behind the

screen. In order to capture through the display, a transpar-

ent rear-projected screen has to be used. Unfortunately, in

this arrangement, the projection can interfere with the camera

images since some of the light is reflected from the projec-

tion screen. For the best possible image quality of the user

videos, the transparency of the used screen material is cru-

cial. Accordingly, different transparent screens were tested.

In the end, a screen with holographic optical elements was

used, because of it’s high gain-factor and good image qual-

ity. In addition, the projected image is hardly visible from

the cameras point of view under daylight conditions. Further-

more, different illumination levels and polarizing filters were

tested. Opposing polarizing filters for cameras and projector

can be used to render the light of the projector invisible to the

camera. However, this comes at the cost of losing about half

of the projected light due to polarization. With the incorpo-

rated holographic screen, appropriate lighting conditions for

camera capturing turned out to be the most important factor

for satisfying results. The cameras are calibrated to the dis-

play and the image is warped accordingly to ensure that re-

mote user interactions match the screen content. The captured

video is digitally mirrored before being displayed to the other

user. This way, on-screen content can be displayed true-sided

on both clients with touch interactions matching the corre-

sponding user video stream at the same time.

3.3. Stereoscopic 3D

In order to enhance the illusion of having an conversational

partner actually present behind the transparent screen, the

users are captured with a stereoscopic camera setup. The

stereoscopic image is created by two toed-in cameras that

both focus the center point of the screen. The amount of

perceived depth correlates to the camera placement relative

to the screen. For a given distance (determined by the fixed

camera lens), the interocular distance between the two cam-

eras is the decisive unknown. A formula for an adequate

camera distance has been derived from [9]:

A =
S dF F ′

F ′ − Z ′ with S =
W ′

W

Here, S is the scaling factor between virtual and actual screen

size (W ′ and W ), F ′ is the distance to the farthest object be-

hind the screen, Z ′ is the distance between camera and virtual

display and dF is the maximum disparity (depending on F ′,
Z ′ and the camera distance A). Since the image regions that

correspond to the actual display are displayed in full screen,

S is equal to 1. The basic geometry using this simplification

is shown in Fig. 2. In the presented setup, this results in an
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optimal distance of about 7,5cm for correct depth perception

for the expected viewer position (centered and located about

80cm distance from the screen). It shall be noted, however,

that this might lead to excessive disparity for more distant ob-

jects.
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Fig. 2. Stereo geometry: F and F ′ are the distances from

stereo camera to screen and to the user, dF and dF ′ are the

disparities on the display and the virtual display. The interoc-

ular distance and stereo base are denoted as E and A. Z and

Z ′ are the distances from screen to user and camera. W is the

screen width.

3.4. Synchronization

The client applications have to be synchronized in order to

maintain the system’s inherent metaphor. For the presented

system, this is achieved by synchronizing the touch input for

both clients: Touch events are transmitted from each client

installation via TUIO protocol [10] to a multiplexing server.

This server maps the IDs of currently active fingers to dis-

criminative ranges and distributes the altered events to all con-

nected clients. Therefore, all clients receive equal input and

touch sources are distinguishable. This is necessary to avoid

fingers from separate sources to form joint interactions. In

our case, locks are created on active objects and successive

touches from other sources are ignored. This method of syn-

chronization does not account for packet loss which can lead

to unsynchronized client applications and more sophisticated

methods have to be implemented for real-world usage. How-

ever, for the prototype installation where the clients are con-

nected via ethernet, packet loss is negligible.

4. APPLICATIONS

To demonstrate the capabilities of Face2Face, two sample ap-

plications were implemented to illustrate the interaction and

collaboration behavior with Face2Face and to highlight some

of the system’s main features.

4.1. 3D Model Viewing

The illusion of a transformable virtual object between two re-

mote users is exemplified by a 3D model viewing application.

The virtual workspace shared by the two remote users con-

sists of a textured model, which is rendered upon the camera

image of the respective user (figure 3). The shared 3D object

can be scaled, moved and rotated by one- or two-finger multi-

touch interactions. Since the 3D model should appear as in

between the participants, it is presented from opposite sides

to the users.

Fig. 3. The 3D model viewing application with stereoscopic

3D enabled.

4.2. Collaborative Media Application

To visualize the interaction with 2D media items, an applica-

tion for collaborative interaction with image and video objects

has been created (see Fig. 4). The shared workspace consists

of a collection of two-dimensional media objects, which can

be composed of images, videos or textual information. Both

users can move, rotate and resize the media items with multi-

touch interaction. As one user touches an object it gets locked

and can’t be manipulated by the other user in order to avoid

inferences. To make pointing gestures to larger objects, which

would occlude the remote user, more comprehensible, the im-

ages become sightly transparent as soon as they get touched.

It is possible to finger-draw onto the screen to create notes or

group the data. Text appears true sided on both clients be-

cause of mirrored video streams.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have introduced a system for remote multi-touch interac-

tion with shared digital material, integrated in a natural face-

to-face conversation situation. On top of a feasible hardware

solution based on transparent holographic projection screens
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Fig. 4. The collaborative media application in practice. On

screen text appears true-sided for both participants.

combined with optical multi-touch sensing, we presented two

types of collaborative applications which allow for remote in-

teraction with digital 2D and 3D content. Though formal user

studies have not been carried out so far, informal user test-

ings showed that the illusion of having digital material in be-

tween the users, which is accessible from both sides, works

very well. In case of shared 3D material, all users assumed

that the opponent user perceives the respective other side of

the model. We see this as an indicator that the intended illu-

sion of the overall system is well established and intuitively

understood. The value of stereoscopic 3D integration is two-

fold: one the one hand it seems to enhance the immersion of

the system, but on the other hand it degrades gaze awareness

since the users has to wear shutter glasses. Another problem

with 3D material occurs with touch interaction when stereo-

scopic projection is enabled: since the screen is transparent

it is difficult to estimate the location of the display for touch

interaction.

For future work we therefore plan to integrate an addi-

tional in-air gesture interface. First tests with a Microsoft

Kinect depth sensor have shown that this could be a feasible

approach since this device can be operated through the holo-

graphic projection screen. This would also allow for a correct

compositing, accounting for occlusion of the user video with

the virtual scene. In order to gain insight on how this system

can improve remote collaboration, formal users studies have

to be carried out. Especially the interaction with 3D content

and the value of stereoscopic presentation are topics we want

to focus on.
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